## Implementation of the New Model of Antenatal Care

### Action Plan

**My Long Term Goal:** To implement 4 ANC visit in low risk pregnant women

| Background | Short/Medium Term Goals to Achieving Long Term Goal | Actions Required | Resources Needed | Resource s Available | Constraints | Who or What Can Help Me | Target Date for Action | Date Completed |
|------------|-----------------------------------------------------|------------------|------------------|-----------------------|-------------|------------------------|----------------------|----------------|}
| 1. Teaching hospital | 2. 100-150 pregnant women /wk in ANC clinic. | **Short-term goal**<br>1. Half of new pregnant women (50-75 cases) understand the new ANC model.<br>2. Half of staffs appreciate in the new ANC model | 1. **Leaflet** for pregnant women inform about new model ANC and point out the benefit to save money and time<br>2. **VDO** from senior staff to confirm the benefit of the new ANC model in the conference room during waiting for the doctor.<br>3. **VDO, CD** about the clinical trial serve for all staffs | 1. Leaflet<br>2. VDO<br>3. VCD | none | 1. Doctor’s belief<br>2. Patient’s belief | Head of department | 1st August 2005 | 31st October 2005 |
| **Medium-term goal** | 1. Three-fourth of new pregnant women (75-100 cases) understand and enter the new ANC model.  
2. Three-fourth of staffs appreciate in the new ANC model | same | same | Departmen t | 1. Doctor’s belief  
2. Patient’s belief | The other staffs who interest in the new model | 1<sup>st</sup> November 2005 | 31<sup>st</sup> January 2006 |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| **Long-term goal** | 1. All pregnant women understand and enter the new ANC model.  
2. Most of staffs appreciate in the new ANC model and accept the practice | same | Same and Parturient’s opinion (who success in new ANC model) | Departmen t | none | Staffs and successful parturient | 1<sup>st</sup> February 2006 | 30<sup>th</sup> April 2006 |